
A R T S   IN   D I A L O G U E

Music and Architecture



“Music and architecture blossom on the same stem—sublimated mathematics. 

Mathematics as presented by geometry. Instead of the musician’s systematic staff and 

intervals, the architect has a modular system as a framework of design. My father, a 

preacher and music teacher, taught me to see—to listen—to a symphony as an edifice 

of sound. All my lifetime I have listened to Beethoven—especially—as the master 

architect of all time: the most profound student of Nature known—one whose inspired 

imaginative resource is beyond comparison. I am grateful to music and to him for 

genuine refreshment in architecture—my field of creative endeavor.”

- Frank Lloyd Wright



 “Music is liquid architecture; 

 Architecture is frozen music.”  

 ― Johann Wolfgang von Goethe     

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/285217.Johann_Wolfgang_von_Goethe


Medieval Era: French Gothic Architecture

Paris, France



NOTRE DAME SCHOOL

o Organum -  A plainchant melody that has an additional voice added 

which sings in parallel motion to the chant melody, usually at the 

octave, 4th or 5th

o Strict Organum- one to one note relationship between parts

o Organum duplum, triplum, quadruplum= two, three, and four voices

o Florid Organum- elongated chant line embellished by many notes in 

the upper voice

Medieval Era: Paris, France

AN EXAMPLE OF FLORID ORGANUM: “PASCHA NOSTRUM 
ORGANUM DUPLUM”, COMPOSED BY LEONIN

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ngCRm7uLirA


PROMINENT 
COMPOSERS

Leonin and Perotin were two 
prominent composers in the 
Notre Dame school from 
1160-1250

 Works are compiled in a 
volume called Magnus Liber 
Organi

Composers names only 
known because of the journal 
of a student called 
Anonymous IV

“SEDERUNT PRINCIPES”,  AN EXAMPLE OF FOUR PART 
ORGANUM COMPOSED BY PEROTIN

Paris, France,1160 – Medieval Era: Paris, France

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMyWnCf2Anc


GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE AS A SYMBOLIC 
MEDIUM

• In order to justify large construction projects, the catholic church 
drew heavily upon the writings of 6th-century mystic, 
Pseudo-Dionysus.

“Light comes from the Good, and light is an image of this 
archetypal Good… it gives them all a share of sacred light.”; “The 
Beautiful is therefore the same as the Good, for everything looks to 
the Beautiful and the Good as the cause of being.”

Gothic Architecture: Paris, France



THE CATHEDRAL OF 
NOTRE DAME

o Construction began in 1160 and was 

completed in 1345

o Gothic Architecture: 

Stained glass windows, pointed 

arches, flying buttresses, and 

naturalist sculptures are 

distinguishing features from earlier 

Romanesque architecture 



NORTHERN FACE OF NOTRE DAME, PARIS, FRANCE



CONSTRUCTING 
NOTRE DAME

• One of the first cathedrals to 
use flying buttresses 

• Used in order to 
accomodate for the height 
of the structure

• Originally painted on the 
outside, but the paint has 
worn off



THE RIBBED VAULTING AND POINTED ARCHES 
OF NOTRE DAME’S INTERIOR



Early Renaissance: Italian Gothic/ 
Renaissance Architecture

Florence, Italy



TRANSITIONING TO THE EARLY RENAISSANCE 
PERIOD

 Filippo Brunelleschi’s dome of the Cattedrale di Santa Maria del Fiore, “El Duomo”, Florence, Italy



o Construction began in 1296; completed in 1436

o The decision to reject the use of flying buttresses was a significant break with Medieval Gothic Architecture; 

one of the transitional events to the Italian Renaissance

o When construction began, plans called for an octagonal dome higher and wider than had ever been built 

with no external buttresses to support it from collapse

o Brunelleschi looked to the Pantheon in Rome to solve the puzzle, but it was constructed out of a single 

shell of concrete, technology that had long been forgotten

o Solution: Double shell dome made of brick, use of catenary arch, and as set of four internal chains made of 

stone and iron which act like the hoops of a barrel 

Cattedrale di Santa Maria del Fiore, “El Duomo”



Catenary Arches



INTERIOR PAINTINGS OF EL DUOMO



o Franco-Flemish composer 

of the Early Renaissance 

o Born near Brussels, but 

later served in the Papal 

Chapel in Rome and in 

Florence

o Prolific composer of sacred 

vocal music including 

masses, motets, settings of 

chant, and hymns

o Little secular instrumental 

music survives

GUILLAUME DUFAY
(1397- 1474)

PORTRAIT BY ANNIBALE CARRACCI



Dufay: Nuper Rosarum Flores

o Motet written for the consecration of the Florence 

Cathedral in 1436

o Marks a shift in compositional style from the use of 

medieval isorhythms to Renaissance contrapuntal 

style that would later be used by Ockhegem and 

Josquin

o Musicologist Charles Warren suggested that the 

structure of the motet was proportional to the 

dimensions of the dome, but has since been cast into 

doubt

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9yzTTwAj5U


Late Renaissance: Italo-Byzantine 
Architecture

Venice, Italy



FIVE DOMES OF THE SAN MARCO BASILICA FROM ABOVE, VENICE, ITALY



NORTHERN END OF THE SAN MARCO, VENICE, ITALY



o The San Marco was consecrated several times, but 1093 is the most 
frequently used consecration date. 

o The interior of each of the five domes are lined with gold 
iconography in the byzantine style. 



INTERIOR OF THE SAN MARCO, VENICE, ITALY



• The basilica was nicknamed 

Chiesa d’Oro (Church of Gold) 

because of its golden mosaics 

and its status as a symbol of  

Venetian wealth and power.

INTERIOR DETAIL OF SAN MARCO 

CENTER DOME



THE FLOOR PLAN MAKES THE SHAPE OF A 

GREEK CROSS, WHICH WAS BASED ON 

THE BYZANTINE ARCHITECTURAL STYLE 

OF THE HAGIA SOPHIA IN 

CONSTANTINOPLE, OR MODERN DAY 

INSTANBUL, TURKEY. 



o Born in Venice, studied 

music from an early age 

with his uncle Andrea who 

was also a composer.

o Composed in both sacred 

and secular genres, more 

sacred vocal and 

instrumental music.

o Became the principal 

organist and composer at 

the Basilica San Marco in 

Venice in 1585.

GABRIELI 
(C.1554/1557 – 1612)

PORTRAIT BY ANNIBALE CARRACCI



MUSICAL INNOVATIONS OF GABRIELI

Sonata Pian'e Forte · The Philadelphia Brass Ensemble · The Chicago Brass Ensemble · GIOVANNI GABRIELI (c.1554/57-1612)

The Antiphonal Music of Gabrieli & Frescobaldi

℗ Originally released 1969 SONY BMG MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT

o Use of dynamics

o Specifically notated instrumentation

o Sonata pian' e forte

San Marco, Venice, 1585 - 1612

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51sl9puw79E


ACOUSTICAL INNOVATIONS OF GABRIELI

o Choir lofts were positioned across the length of the church 
from each other. Gabrieli used this architectural feature to 
create new soundscapes. 

o Cori spezzati- spaced choirs

o Antiphonal style

o Echo effects, stereo

San Marco, Venice, 1585 - 1612

Canzon in Double Echo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JefCLrZWyn0


TRANSITIONING TO THE BAROQUE

• Heinrich Schutz 
• Studied Venetian polychoral style and brought back some of the 

compositional techniques
• Marks the beginning of the German Baroque



20th Century Serialism: Italo-Byzantine 
Architecture

Venice, Italy



THE SAN MARCO CATHEDRAL AND 20TH 
CENTURY SERIALISM

• Architecture: Italo-Byzantine; Basilica San Marco, Venice, Italy
• Music: Igor Stravinsky’s Canticum Sacrum (1955)
• Dedicated “To the City of Venice, in praise of its Patron Saint, the 

Blessed Mark, Apostle”
• Choral-orchestral piece in 5 movements
• Third movement is in three sections with texts depicting the virtues 

“Faith, Hope, and Charity” which are seen in the center dome of the 
San Marco

• 12 tone serialist work



ICONS OF VIRTUE

CHARITY FAITH HOPE



Stravinsky: Canticum Sacrum

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lE8WE6YIy-M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tGwTl3Ui0E


ACOUSTICS AND ARCHITECTURE IN OUR TIME 

• Discussion questions on the relationship between modern music and 
recording/live music venues. 


